MIRACLE showcase implementation report

In line with conclusions of the first review of the MIRACLE project NCBI prepared the showcase of the
MIRACLE implementation in the Czech Republic. Possibility of the use of rich datasets of online
multimedia content were discussed with the Czech TV and the UPC/Liberty Global TV channel
provider, however such possibility was excluded due to technical and administrative issues
connected with such an implementation. After the analysis of the pathways for implementing in the
Czech Republic NCBI decided to start developing its own database system based on client – server
architecture. Considered the fact, that in the Czech Republic is age labelling based on self-regulation
and NCBI at the moment doesn’t have any possibility to connect to other existing databases NCBI
started to build its own demo-database. Initial data set stored into the database consists of 100
items.
The set of the age-labelled titles (existing database) was the issue, which NCBI had to face from the
beginning of the developing process. NCBI started the negotiation with the representative of the
Czech TV. As the Czech TV uses simplified version of the NICAM’s Kijkwijzer questionnaire, it seemed
like to be a good starting point for building the MIRACLE demo using this existing data and prepare
just an API for database accessing and transforming existing age labels to MIRACLE compatible
format. Unfortunately the top management of the Czech TV was requiring a guarantee that a
standardization body will approve the MIRACLE standards in the future. Moreover as long as
MIRACLE apps. wouldn’t have at the moment a tangible outcome in the Czech Republic neither is
adopted by the Czech regulation body, the Czech TV is not able at the moment to take advantage of
the MIRACLE project outcomes neither share its data for demonstration purposes.
Similar situation is also with the channel TV provider UPC. The UPC offers clear and easy to use age
labels presentation especially for its movie titles, there is unfortunately no chance to access the data.
The local UPC subsidiary which prepares the local rating data for the labelling has no any access to
the Liberty Global multilingual database and whole rating system is maintained by the external
partner RedBee. Regarding the labelling of linear streaming – it depends only on the online content
provider who has the copyright to offer/supply the online audio-visual content and UPC only adopt
the original rating. In general UPC is not the instance nor authority, which provides the rating and
sets age label of the content. It is only “service provider”. The age labelling is outside the impact of
the local UPC.
All things considered NCBI came to the decision to build its own demo database and develop
application showcase. The result is accessible here: http://miracle.vekovaklasifikace.cz.

Technical specification of the MIRACLE showcase
–
–

The MIRACLE showcase has been realized using Ruby on Rails framework,
http://rubyonrails.org/, which is based on programming language Ruby.
The database actually contains 100 items; 50 webpages positive for children, 25 videogames,
25 movie titles.

–

–
–

The MIRACLE showcase is based on client/server architecture using MySQL database, server
part runs on Nginx on the operating platform OS Linux – Debian 7. Server is regularly updated
with security patches.
Application is installed on virtual private server of the external provider and runs as a web
service on the URL: http://miracle.vekovaklasifikace.cz.
XML validity is checked for compatibility with MIRACLE XSD schema.

MIRACLE showcase – functionality
The MIRACLE showcase basic view shows list of all items in the database. We could see name of the
title, age specification and we also have a possibility to show XML specification for each title.

It is possible to search for concrete title using text entry box on the top of the page. The search
procedure is implemented for the name of the title. If there is match between searched string and
title/titles in the database, the result is shown on the search result page.

There is a possibility to see XML code source of the concrete title. XML specification contains relevant
entity and age classification label. XML validity is checked against MIRACLE XSD schema.

The MIRACLE showcase offers the possibility of entering the inputs into the database. User have to
use the login text entry boxes on the page: http://miracle.vekovaklasifikace.cz/users/sign_in.

Login for demo purposes is:
Email: info@ncbi.cz
Password: M1rAclenCB1

If the login succeeded, logged user could Edit, Destroy and Add new record into the database. The whole
editing features are accessible using Record item in the main menu.

Information web page: Vekovaklasifikace.cz
The MIRACLE showcase is also the part of the web page Vekovaklasifikace.cz,
http://www.vekovaklasifikace.cz. User could find it under MIRACLE/MIRACLE showcase item in the
main menu. On the page is the text briefly describing MIRACLE showcase. In the first sentence is also
the hyperlink with active redirection to the page miracle.vekovaklasifikace.cz, where showcase is
running.

The main goal of the webpage Vekovaklasifikace.cz is to present all relevant information regarding age
classification issues and MIRACLE project on one place (translation of the name of web page domain
to En is “age classification”). This web page contains information about age classification and content
labelling in the Czech Republic on one common place. On this web page NCBI also presents MIRACLE
project, runs MIRACLE showcase (as mentioned above in the document) and collects all relevant
resources in one repository for free download (studies, researches, acts, recommendations etc.). User
could find it under MATERIALY item in the main menu.

Be aware of the fact that MIRACLE is the international project the NCBI also presents information
about project partners with hyperlinks to running demos. User could find it under
MIRACLE/Zahraniční demoverze (foreign demoversion) item in the main menu.

There are organizations of project partners introduced: NICAM (which has big relevancy for the
Czech environment due the cooperation with the Czech TV regarding age classification process and
age classification questionnaire) and it’s Kijwijzer, BBFS, FSM/JusProg with the concept age-*.xml and
also the NICAM/BBFC partnership UGC labelling concept YouRateIt. NCBI also asked for becoming a
partner for YouRateIt concept. After the acceptance from the NICAM and BBFC organizations the
development of the relevant iframe code with the YouRateIt questionnaire translated to the Czech
language has started.
When iframe will be ready, one microsite on the Vekovaklasifikace.cz web portal is dedicated to
demonstrate YouRateIt abilities.
The Vekovaklasifikace.cz is the web page, where general public could find information, tools,
resources and relevant hyperlinks to organizations, which are involved to age labelling issues in the
Czech Republic as well as in other countries. Everybody, who is interested in age labelling and
classification issues, has opportunity to find relevant information on one place. NCBI will continue to
make Vekovaklasifikace.cz website available after MIRACLE project ends.

The Czech TV as a MIRACLE project partner for the future
As we mentioned above in the document and also in the MIRACLE Implementation Strategy Report
regarding development of the database application showcase with MIRACLE compatible inputs we
started negotiation with representative of the Czech TV. As the Czech TV uses very simple rating
system for labelling broadcasted content based on Kijkwijzer questionnaire since autumn 2014 and
has built the database with more than 200 rated items till today, it seemed the existing database be
good starting point for creating the database with MIRACLE compatible data. We negotiated with the
representative of the Czech TV about the possibility to develop an API to existing database that maps
their existing data to MIRACLE data structure. The result of this negotiation was unfortunately
negative. The representative of the Czech TV emphasized necessity of label certification as well as
existence of some sort of the certification authority that could confirm trustworthiness of the set
label. There is no willingness to invest money and personal capacity to the project without no
confirmation for its sustainability and further development in the future. They also would like to see
some concrete and tangible outcome in the Czech Republic. Especially some sort of the application
like age sensitive firewall filtering, search engine filtering, parental control etc. will be appreciated
and could help to decide about supporting and cooperation in the future. Till this time there is no
interest from the Czech TV representative to sign Letter of intent as well as for closer cooperation
within the project.
Audiovisual Media Services Directive https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/audiovisual-media-servicesdirective-avmsd is under discussion in the Europe Commission and when take an action, the Czech
Republic has to accept it in two years. This could rapidly change the situation in the frame of age
labelling in the Czech Republic. This process could also bring more effort to implement MIRACLE apps
and bring them available on the market.
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